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Announcements

I Problem Set 3 due on November 3 at 11:59PM

I Problem set solutions are always posted on Canvas under the
“Modules” section
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Part 4 of this Course: Building regression models

I You want to build a model to forecast outcomes from data
you have

I What’s the best model you can build?

I Today: using regressions to make comparisons across different
categories
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Agenda for Today

I Building a regression model for two (or more) groups

I Interpreting models with categorical variables and
interactions

I Chapter 25
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Categorical Variables

I A categorical variable is a variable that can take on a fixed
number of possible values

I The values assign observations to a particular group or category

I Examples of categorical variables

I Whether a person has a car (yes/no)

I County where a person lives

I Categorical variables can be represented in a dataset as
numeric variables
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Why do we care about categorical variables?

1. They allow us to compare groups while controlling for
confounding variables

I Example: you are interested in whether students who have an
iPad have higher grades than those who do not

I But is the difference in grades due to having an iPad?

2. They allow us to test whether a variable we care about has
different effects on different groups

I Example: you want to know the effect of providing extra
vacation days on the performance of your employees

I Does the effect differ depending on whether
the employee has kids?
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Case Study for Today: Airbnb

Airbnb is an online marketplace for sharing homes and experiences
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Case Study for Today: Airbnb

I Airbnb connects hosts with spare rooms to share with
travelers/guests who are looking for a place to stay

I Airbnb does not control how hosts set their price, but provides
a “Price Tip” tool to help hosts set prices more effectively

I How are these price suggestions generated?
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Case Study for Today: Airbnb

Airbnb develops regression models to generate price
recommendations for hosts
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Case Study for Today: Airbnb

I Using OLS, we want to develop a regression model to describe
listing prices

I For simplicity, we’ll assume that all MRM conditions hold, but
should always be checked!

I Suppose that the marketing department at Airbnb has asked
us to analyze the following questions:

1. Do superhosts charge lower prices?

2. Is the effect of an additional bedroom on listing prices different
between superhosts and non-superhosts?
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Case Study for Today: Airbnb

I We have data on 8,407 Airbnb listings in Oslo

I Taken from insideairbnb.com/get-the-data.html,
scraped from the Airbnb website
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Airbnb: Do superhosts charge lower prices?

I We can answer this using a two-sample t-test! (Lecture 4)

I Let’s review how that works

I What is the null and alternative hypothesis of interest?

I What do we need to know to implement this test?
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Airbnb: Do superhosts charge lower prices?

Summary statistics for the price variable by superhost status
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Airbnb: Do superhosts charge lower prices?
I Standard error of the difference between the two means

I t-statistic

I Critical value (assume 5% significance level)

I Conclusion of hypothesis test
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Airbnb: Do superhosts charge lower prices?
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The Menace of Confounding Variables

I Without an experiment or A/B test, we must be careful about
confounding variables that could account for the significant
difference in average prices between superhosts and
non-superhosts

I Number of bedrooms is a confounding variable if

I The two groups (superhosts and non-superhosts) differ in the
number of bedrooms they offer in their listings

I Number of bedrooms impacts price

I Do superhosts charge lower prices than non-superhosts, after
controlling for (holding constant) the number of bedrooms?
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One Solution: Look at Subsets of Data

I Restrict the analysis to a subset of listings with matching
levels of the confounding variable (number of bedrooms)

I For example, we could compare superhost and non-superhost
listings with exactly 2 bedrooms
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One Solution: Look at Subsets of Data

I By restricting the sample to listings with 2 bedrooms, we
eliminate bedrooms as a confounder

I But it reduces our sample size

I We get less precise estimates: SE increases, CI is very wide

I We fail to reject null, but this is based on a weak “signal” so it
is not satisfactory

I What about the difference between listings with 1 or 3
bedrooms?

I Regression analysis helps us overcome these issues
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Two separate regressions

I Estimate separate SRMs for superhosts & non-superhosts

I This allow us to use all of the data to compare prices
between superhosts and non-superhosts at any # of bedrooms

I For a given bedroom #, the difference in predicted price gives
us an estimate of the difference in the population average price
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Two separate regressions
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Combining the separate SRMs

I Instead of separate SRMs, a better approach is to estimate a
simple SRM that combines categorical and numeric x ’s

I Allows us to conduct hypothesis test for differences across
groups (controlling for other x ’s)

I We’ll need two additional variables

1. Dummy variable, equal to 1 for observations that belong to
some group, equal to 0 otherwise

I Airbnb example: superhost =

{
1 host is a super host

0 host is NOT a superhost

I Stata code:
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Combining the separate SRMs

2. Interactions between dummy variable & explanatory variable

I Airbnb example: superhost ∗ bedrooms

I Stata code:

I How do these additional variables look like in the data?

I Use these variables to estimate the population regression

price = β0+β1superhost+β2bedrooms+β3superhost∗bedrooms+ε
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Combining the separate SRMs

Sample regression equation:
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Combining the separate SRMs

p̂rice = 452−126·superhost+286·bedrooms+82superhost∗bedrooms
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Combining the separate SRMs

p̂rice = 452−126·superhost+286·bedrooms+82superhost∗bedrooms

I What is the predicted price for superhosts?

I Look familiar? This is the same result we got when we
estimated the SRM with superhosts only (slide 20)
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Combining the separate SRMs

p̂rice = 452−126·superhost+286·bedrooms+82superhost∗bedrooms

I What is the predicted price for non-superhosts?

I Look familiar? This is the same result we got when we
estimated the SRM with non-superhosts only (slide 20)

I Key point: The MRM with dummy and interaction variables
combines the two separate regressions
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Interpretation of coefficients on dummy and interaction

p̂rice = 452−126·superhost+286·bedrooms+82superhost∗bedrooms

I The estimate corresponding to superhost is the difference
between the estimated intercepts in the SRM

I The estimate corresponding to superhost∗bedrooms is the
difference between the estimated slopes in the SRM
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Airbnb Case Study

I The two questions we wanted to analyze for this case study:

1. Do superhosts charge lower prices?

2. Is the effect of an additional bedroom on listing prices different
between superhosts and non-superhosts?

I The coefficient on superhost and superhost∗bedrooms are
both statistically significant at the 1% level

I We conclude that

I With studio listings (zero bedrooms), superhosts charge lower
prices on average

I With every additional bedroom, prices increases faster for
superhosts than non-superhosts

I Some caution is necessary because of lurking variables (e.g.,
number of bathrooms, square meter size, etc.)
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Model Building

I When should we include or exclude interactions in our
regression?

I Use principle of marginality

I If the interaction is statistically significant, retain it as well as
both of its components regardless of their level of significance.

I If the interaction is not statistically significant, remove it from
the regression and re-estimate the equation.
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Model Building: Airbnb Example

As an example, suppose we drop the interaction variable

Sample regression equation:
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Model Building: Airbnb Example

p̂rice = 440 − 17 · superhost + 294 · bedrooms

A model without an interaction term is simpler to interpret (but
less flexible) since the lines fit to the two groups are parallel
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What if we have 3 or more categories?

I In this example, the x variable has two categories: superhost
and non-superhost

I Using similar techniques we can easily include categorical
variables with 3+ categories

I Choosing one to be the “baseline” category, we would then
include dummy variables for all other categories

I As before, the coefficients are interpreted relative to the
baseline category
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Airbnb example: 3+ categories

I Suppose we want to examine how prices vary by property type
(3 categories: Apartment, House, Other)

I In general, to distinguish J groups, we need to include J − 1
dummy variables in our regression

I For this example, use “Apartment” as the baseline category
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Airbnb example: 3+ categories

Sample regression equation:
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Airbnb example: 3+ categories

p̂rice = 445 + 281 · bedrooms − 47 · house + 40 · other
+39 · house ∗ bedrooms + 13 · other ∗ bedrooms

I Estimated equation for property type = “Apartment”

I Estimated equation for property type = “House”
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Airbnb example: 3+ categories

I −47 is the difference in the estimated intercept between
“Apartments” and “House”

I 39 is the difference in the estimated slope between
“Apartments” and “House”

I The interpretation of the estimates is similar to the
interpretation of models with two groups
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Best Practices

I Always think about the possibility of lurking variables: control
for these in your cross-group comparisons (or understand how
they affect estimates)

I Use interaction terms to explore different relationships
between x and y across groups

I If interactions arent statistically significant, drop them from
the regression

I If interactions are significant, include the individual variables
even if they arent significant

I Never include an interaction variable without its two
components

I Be careful interpreting estimates on dummy variables and
interactions

I Write out the regression equations for separate groups
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Big Picture Takeaways

I Categorical variables are very common in data analysis.
Become comfortable with them!

I Experiments: treatment/control

I Allow models to become much more flexible (better
prediction!)

I Different intercepts/slopes for different groups

I Interaction terms are very useful important for testing
differences in responses and/or means across groups

I Does drinking wine lead to more/less risk of heart disease
based on ethnicity?


